
Qualification course for the PD# 1   
 

 Description   Distance  Time   Reps Tot Rds.  

(1) Head shot   3 yards              1.5 sec. X 3 /  3rds  
        3 HEAD SHOTS  

(2) Head shot    5 yards                1.5 sec X 3 /  3rds 
        3 HEAD SHOTS 

(3) Hammer to the body  5 yards                 1.75 sec X 2 /  4rds  
         
(4) Failure drill  5 yards        2.0 sec     X 2 /  6rds 
        2 HEAD SHOTS  

(5) Head shot     7 yards          2.5 sec     X 2 /  2rds 
        2 HEAD SHOTS  

(6) Controlled  7 yards         2.5 sec     X 2 /  4rds 
         
(7) Fire 2 Reload fire 2      7 yards   5.0 sec X 2 /  8rds  
  

20 body shots / 10 head shots 
TOTAL RDS 30RDS Max 150 points,    Passing    80%      120 points    

 

The Qualification course for the PD#2   
This is in addition to the above PD1 course. 

 

15 yards 
(9)  Controlled pair to kneeling   3 sec  X 2 /   4rds 
 
(10) 1 head shot standing  4 sec  X 4 /   4rds 
        4 HEAD SHOTS  

**Strong hand only 
(11) 2 body shots       4 sec  X 2 /   4rds 
 

**Support hand only. 
(12) 2 body shots from the low ready   4 sec  X 2 /   4rds 
 

25 yards 
(13) Controlled pair standing  3 sec   X 1 /   2rds 
 

 
(14) Controlled pair standing to prone 5 sec   X 1 /   2rds  
 

16 body shots, 4 head 
TOTAL 20 ROUNDS Max 250 points,    Passing     80%     200 points    

         .     
PD 1 & 2     COF complete      50RDS Total 



Scoring instructions 
 
Scoring areas for qualification on this target IDPA  

1. -0 areas hits here count as 5 points  
2. -1 area hits here count as 2 points  
All other impacts are counted as zero points. More than 50% of the 

round circumference must pass into the highest scoring area for it to 
count as a scoring hit. Otherwise it goes to the lowest level 
score. The instructor has the final word and calls the hit. His 
word is final.     
 
Scoring zones on the “IMTT target” are clear; there are 
only hit or miss. There is only one scoring zone on the 

head and the body, which count as 5 points for each hit. 
There are no lower point value strikes, A LINER; Impact of 
round striking the line between scoring areas, breaking line 
counts as lowest score or miss. Due to the large scoring 
area no latitude is given for poor hits on this target.     
 
Excess hits in the head or the body will count as -5 points. 
Regardless of where rounds impact they penalty for 
overtime is -5 per shot. So a missed hit plus an overtime hit 
can result in -10 points from the score.  Yes this can result 
in -10 if the person shoots over time, fails to hit…    
 

 This course of fire complete is 50 rounds for a maximum 
of 250 points. 

  Scoring of the target,  
-0 hits   5 points each 
-2 zone  2 points each 

  
 
More hits then are designated in a specific area (head or body) count as a miss.  
EXAMPLE: 20 head shots, points because there is 4 more hits then are specified.   

 

 All stages begin with a holstered weapon except the support hand only stage.  
 

 For the compete course of fire there is a total of,   
14 head shots 
36 body shots  
 

 The break down per course is PD1 & PD2, 
 

PD1 COF: 20 body shots, 10 head course total of 50 rounds  

 

PD2 COF: You shoot both courses of fire combined for the complete 

course for the PD 2 COF.    

36 body shots, 14 head shots, course total of 50 rounds      


